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ABSTRACT 
 

Geo-sequestration of carbon dioxide involves injection and subsequent storage of CO2 

in a porous geologic medium. There are certain petro-physical parameters that 

influence CO2 flow behaviour and distribution in the reservoir, and these in turn affect 

trapping capacities. From this perspective, one important physicochemical parameter 

is the wettability of rock/CO2/brine, which explains the interfacial interaction between 

the rock and CO2. There have been several studies that have characterised the 

wettability of rock/CO2/brine systems for proxy minerals such as mica, quartz and 

calcite, and for composite samples such as shales and coals. However, one important 

aspect which has not been considered in earlier wettability studies is the organic 

concentration present in the deep saline aquifers and depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs. 

Therefore, this study focuses on the effect of organic concentrations on the wettability 

of rock-forming minerals. Advancing and receding contact angles were measured in 

typical reservoir conditions (10 MPa, 25 MPa, 323 K) on samples aged (aging time 7 

days, atmospheric conditions) in organic acids for a duration sufficient to mimic 

subsurface behaviour. The minerals chosen for this study included calcite and quartz, 

and the organic acids chosen were hexanoic acid (C6), lauric acid (C12), stearic acid 

(C18), and lignoceric acid (C24). The selected organic acids varied in terms of the 

number of carbon atoms, ranging from six to 24. The results showed that the 

CO2/brine/mineral contact angle increased with the presence of organic acids, 

implying that quartz and calcite reservoir minerals progressively transform from 

water-wet to CO2-wet conditions. In addition, the contact angles were higher when the 

mineral samples were aged in organic acids with a higher number of carbon atoms in 

their molecular chain. The results of the study led to an improved understanding of the 

phenomena at the brine/mineral interface during CO2 geo-sequestration in the 

presence of organic acids. 
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Chapter 1 Overview and thesis objectives 
 

 

1.1 Background 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a significant component of greenhouse gas emissions 

(Change, 2007; Fiala, 2009), which are the principal contributors to the global 

warming that is causing a significant rise in the earth’s temperature (Davis et al., 2010; 

Karl, 2009; Solomon et al., 2009). According to a joint report by the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration, the global temperature in 2015 was 1.78 oF (0.99 oC) warmer than the 

mean global temperature of the mid-20th century (NASA and NOAA, 2016). This 

poses a direct threat to human life.  

CO2 concentrations have risen significantly over the last two centuries, with a level of 

401.5 ppm in 2017 compared to 280 ppm in 1750 (Cape Grim, 2017; Davis et al., 

2016; Nordhaus, 2014). There are many approaches being undertaken to mitigate CO2 

emissions, including carbon-free wind power, carbon-free solar panels, and 

underground geological storage (Chu & Majumdar, 2012; Herrero et al., 2016; Hristov 

et al., 2013; Lackner, 2003; Schiermeier et al., 2008). Of these strategies, geological 

CO2 storage has proven to be a very promising approach to controlling anthropogenic 

emissions (Kelemen & Matter, 2008; Lackner, 2003). This technology is known 

broadly as carbon capture and storage (CCS).  

In CCS, CO2 is first captured at major point sources, such as fossil fuel power plants, 

and then transmitted to a storage site and injected into depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs 

or deep saline aquifers (Holloway, 2007; Rackley, 2009). The geological storage 

formation provides a safe storage medium for long-term trapping and immobilisation 

of CO2. After the commencement of CO2 injection into the reservoirs or aquifers, 

trapping mechanisms render CO2 immobile in the porous medium. These trapping 

mechanisms include structural trapping (Arif et al., 2016a, b, 2017a; Iglauer et al., 

2015a), capillary or residual trapping (Iglauer et al., 2011a, b; Juanes et al., 2010; 

Krevor et al., 2012; Pentland et al., 2011), mineral trapping (Golding et al., 2011; 

Pearce et al., 2015), and dissolution trapping (Agartan et al., 2015; Iglauer, 2011c). 
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Another mechanism is adsorption trapping of CO2, which is the dominant gas storage 

mechanism in coal seams and organic rich shales (Arif et al., 2016c, 2017).  

Structural and residual trapping capacities are the most significant trapping methods, 

especially during the first decade of a storage project. Among other reservoir and 

geochemical factors, the wettability of CO2/brine/rock systems is the most 

fundamental physicochemical parameter, and is significantly related to the structural 

and residual trapping capacities (Arif et al., 2016d; El-Maghraby and Blunt, 2012; 

Iglauer et al., 2015a, b; Spiterei et al., 2008). If the rock/CO2/brine system is strongly 

water-wet, then structural and residual trapping potential is higher; for CO2-wet 

systems, the trapping potential is significantly reduced. Hypothetically, in scenarios 

where the caprock is CO2-wet, the capillary forces outbalance the buoyancy force, 

resulting in capillary breakthrough of CO2 through the caprock. This phenomenon has 

been shown to reduce structural and residual trapping capabilities significantly. More 

specifically, laboratory core-flooding studies, micro-CT 3D imaging of cores saturated 

with brine and CO2, and numerical simulation models, have shown that trapping 

potential is higher in situations when rock is water-wet (Chaudhary et al., 2013; Iglauer 

et al., 2015a, b; Krevor et al., 2015).  

Generally, the wettability of CO2/brine/mineral systems is characterised by 

experimental measurement of the advancing and receding contact angles (Broseta et 

al., 2012; Chiquet et al., 2007; Lander et al., 1993; ShojaiKaveh et al., 2012; Wan et 

al., 2014). The other methods to assess the wetting behaviour of rock/fluid systems 

include the Amott Harvey Index (Amott, 1959) and the USBM method (Donaldson et 

al., 1969). In addition, capillary pressure and relative permeability curves provide 

qualitative insight into the wetting characteristics of rock/fluid systems (Bryant and 

Blunt, 1992; Spiteri et al., 2008). Many studies have comprehensively reported the 

wettability of various naturally occurring minerals, such as pure calcite (Arif et al., 

2017a; Broseta et al., 2007; Farokhpoor et al., 2013), pure quartz (Saraji et al., 2013; 

Sarmadivaleh et al., 2015), mica (Arif et al., 2016a; Farokhpoor et al., 2013; Wan et 

al., 2014), coals (Arif et al., 2016c; ShojaiKaveh et al., 2011), and shales (Arif et al., 

2017b; Iglauer et al., 2015b; Roshan et al., 2016; ShojaiKaveh et al., 2016). The factors 

responsible for altering wettability, as a function of temperature, pressure and salinity, 

have also been highlighted (Arif et al., 2017c, d, e). Such wettability data combined 
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with CO2/brine interfacial tension provides a quantitative assessment of the structural 

trapping potential.  

Reservoirs and aquifers contain noticeable amounts of naturally existing organics, 

ranging from short chain to long chain acids (Barth, 1991). Specific examples include 

acetic acid (C2), hexanoic acid (C6), lauric acid (C12), stearic acid (C18), and 

lignoceric acid (C24); the number of carbon atoms in these acids ranges from two to 

24 (Feng et al., 2007; Grabowski et al., 2005; Seewald, 2003). However, the presence 

of these organics in the system has not been considered by previous wettability studies. 

Such organics have been shown to have a considerable effect on the fluid flow 

distribution and, consequently, the wetting behaviour. Therefore, investigation of 

CO2/brine/mineral wettability in the presence of organics, and in relevant subsurface 

conditions, is required to depict true wetting behaviour. Such predictions would lead 

to realistic assessment of the trapping potential, resulting in reduced uncertainty 

associated with CO2 storage.    

 

1.2 Motivation of the thesis 

Previous studies have described classifications of rock wetting characteristics, varying 

from strongly water-wet to strongly CO2-wet (Iglauer et al., 2015a; Iglauer, 2017). 

Experimental and numerical studies have proven that CO2-wet surfaces radically 

reduce structural (Arif et al., 2016d, 2017a; Iglauer et al., 2015b) and capillary 

trapping capacities (Al-Khdheeawi et al., 2017a, b; Al-Menhali et al., 2016; 

Chaudhary et al., 2013; Rahman et al., 2016). In this context, it is clear that the organic 

content of the rock surface plays a vital role in causing a mineral surface that is initially 

water-wet to become CO2-wet (Arif et al., 2017b; Iglauer et al., 2015b, 2017). For 

example, several important rock-forming mineral surfaces, such as calcite, quartz and 

mica, are strongly water-wet or weakly water-wet (Al-Anssari et al., 2017a; Arif et al., 

2016a, b; Broseta et al., 2012; Chiquet et al., 2007). In contrast, naturally occurring 

high-TOC shales, coals or alkylated or styrolated minerals, and minerals aged in crude 

oil (Arif et al., 2017b; Dickson et al., 2006; Iglauer, 2017; Yang et al., 2007), are 

weakly, strongly or even completely CO2-wet; the extent depends on the operating 

pressure, temperature and brine composition (Chen et al., 2015; Iglauer et al., 2012).  
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However, chemically clean mineral surfaces are artificial, in that they can only be 

prepared and persist in strongly oxidising environments (Iglauer et al., 2014; Love et 

al., 2005). Moreover, it is well established that anoxic or reducing conditions prevail 

in the subsurface, i.e. the environment becomes more reducing with increasing depth 

(Froelich et al., 1979; Townsend et al., 2003). In addition, there is evidence that 

storage formations always contain traces of dissolved organic material, for example in 

field-scale pilot-tests (Kharaka et al., 2009) and laboratory studies (Jardine et al., 1989; 

Madsen and Ida, 1998; Stalker et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015). A partial monolayer of 

small traces adsorbed on the mineral surface has the potential to cause a total 

wettability reversal of the system, from strongly water-wet to completely non-wetting 

(Adamson & Gast, 1997; Hansen et al., 2000; Iglauer et al., 2014). Consequently, in 

the case of CO2/brine/mineral systems, the anticipated water-wet system may 

eventually be CO2-wet, implying that the structural trapping capacities may be 

significantly lower than previously thought. Therefore, it is of vital importance to 

gauge this effect and to identify threshold concentrations of organic molecules at 

which CO2 storage is significantly affected. 

 

1.3 Objectives of thesis 

Given the above motivation and background, the following objectives are set for this 

thesis:  

1. To examine the influence of stearic acid concentration on the wettability of 

calcite/CO2/brine systems at ambient conditions and typical storage conditions 

(pressure 0.1 MPa and 25 MPa respectively, and temperature 323 K), in order to 

address the uncertainty associated with CO2 storage in carbonate reservoirs/aquifers.  

2. To examine the influence of various organic acids (hexanoic acid, lauric acid, stearic 

acid, and lignoceric acid) on the wettability of quartz/CO2/brine systems as a function 

of acid concentration at ambient and high-pressure conditions (pressure 0.1 MPa, and 

25 MPa respectively, at 323 K).  

3. To determine the threshold of organic concentrations responsible for wettability 

reversal, and to improve the understanding of the influence of organics on fluid flow 

distribution and interfacial phenomenon.  
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1.4 Organisation of thesis 

The thesis has five (5) chapters. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the thesis, 

including background, motivation, and objectives. Chapter 2 covers a comprehensive 

literature review, including basic terminology, the physics of the wetting phenomenon 

at the rock/fluid interface, trapping mechanisms, the existence and origin of organic 

acids in the porous medium, the chemistry associated with organic acids, previous 

wettability studies, and the influence of wettability on trapping potential. Chapter 3 

describes the methodology of the thesis, which predominantly comprises contact angle 

measurements and a procedure to age the samples in a given organic acid to mimic the 

subsurface behaviour. Chapter 4 presents the results, and discusses contact angle 

measurements of calcite and quartz surfaces as a function of organic acid 

concentration. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with future recommendations. Figure 

1-1-1 demonstrates a pictorial view of the organisation of this thesis.  
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Figure 1-1-1 Thesis layout 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a review of the literature in the domain of wettability of rock 

forming minerals, using a critical analysis from the most fundamental studies to the 

current knowledge and gaps in the context of geological CO2 storage. Rock CO2-

wettability plays a vital role in fluid distribution and flow in porous media during CO2 

storage in depleted oil and gas reservoirs or deep saline aquifers. This chapter first 

describes the phase behaviour of CO2, with an emphasis on ‘supercritical’ CO2 

behaviour. The focus then shifts to CO2 storage principles, worldwide statistics of 

geological storage projects, and potential CO2 storage options. The trapping 

mechanisms that are responsible for long-term immobilisation of CO2 in reservoir 

rocks are then evaluated. Next, the wettability of rock/fluid systems is defined, and its 

intrinsic behaviour is depicted by the advancing and receding contact angles. The 

influence of wettability on structural and residual trapping is also described, forming 

a basis for the technical evaluation and analysis of the results that are presented in this 

thesis. The chapter also covers the factors influencing wettability of rock/CO2/brine 

systems, with an emphasis on the role of organic acid concentrations in reservoirs; and 

presents a review of previous studies on the CO2-wettability of rock forming minerals, 

such as pure quartz and calcite surfaces.  

2.2 CO2 phase behaviour 

Carbon dioxide is a natural and vital constituent of the atmosphere; the concentration 

typically ranges up to 350 ppm (Rosenberg, 1981). Under all conditions, CO2 is 

colourless, odourless, non-flammable, and non-toxic (Haynes, 2014). Figure 2-1 

demonstrates the typical phase behaviour diagram of CO2 at a range of operating 

pressures and temperatures. Depending on the prevailing pressure and temperature, 

CO2 can exist as a gas, liquid, solid, or in a supercritical state (Figure 2-1). Typically, 

CO2 maintains a gaseous state below 0.5 MPa and can be liquefied above this pressure. 

At 0.5 MPa and 56.56 °C, the three possible CO2 phases can coexist; this is referred 

to as the triple point (Figure 2-1). The critical point in CO2 phase behaviour occurs at 

7.38 MPa and 31.10 °C. At any pressure and temperature above the critical point, CO2 

exists as a dense liquid phase, more commonly known as a supercritical fluid. 

Supercritical CO2 demonstrates properties midway between the gas and liquid phases 
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(Budisa & Schulze-Makuch, 2014). In oil and gas industry applications of CO2, 

including enhanced oil recovery and CO2 storage, supercritical CO2 is typically used.  

 

 

Figure 2-1 CO2 phase diagram (after King and Bott, 2012). 

 

2.3 Carbon capture and storage 

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) refers to a sequence of procedures to capture CO2 

from large point sources and inject it into a geological formation for long-term storage. 

The purpose is to ensure a cleaner environment by mitigating anthropogenic CO2 

emissions and limiting carbon footprint (Bickle, 2009; Class et al., 2009; IPCC, 2005; 

Winthaegen et al., 2005).  

In principle, the capture and storage of CO2 consists of three distinct steps, as 

illustrated in Figure 2-2. The first step is to capture CO2 from commercial-scale point 

sources (e.g. coal plants, industries, power generation plants, and chemical treatment 

plants) or other carbon emitters, and to separate it from impurities in the captured 

stream. Typically, capture techniques include pre- and post-combustion capture, and 

oxyfuel combustion (Bhown & Freeman, 2011; Markewitz & Bongartz, 2015). 

Second, the captured CO2 is compressed under high pressure (typically 10 MPa) using 

a compression station (Posch & Haider, 2012). Finally, the compressed CO2 is 

transported to a storage site (e.g. an onshore or offshore geological site) by means of 

pipelines or ships (Pires et al., 2011; Svensson et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2006). 
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Because CO2 is non-flammable, it is much safer to transport than natural gas. 

Ultimately, CO2 injection into the underground geological formation commences at a 

target injection rate and injection pressure; these are based on geochemical and 

petrophyscial assessments using comprehensive screening criteria (Harvey et al., 

2012; Kovscek, 2002).  

 

 

Figure 2-2 A stepwise illustration of the carbon capture and storage procedure (after 
CO2CRC web data). 

 

There are several CO2 sequestration projects in the execution, completion or ongoing 

stage across the world. Table 2-1 describes the world’s largest CO2 sequestration 

projects. The Sleipner project in Norway is considered as one of the world’s largest 

sequestration project, aiming to store 1 million tons of CO2 per year, while the 

Canadian Weyburn project and the Algerian In Salah project and Australian Gorgon 

project are other world’s largest CO2 sequestration examples (Thomas and Benson, 

2015). Annually, around 3–4 million tons of CO2 is stored in geological formations 

(depleted oil and gas reservoirs and deep saline aquifers), demonstrating the 

significance of underground CO2 storage.  
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Table 2-1 Worldwide CO2 storage projects (modified after IPCC, 2005). 

Project CO2 stored  

(M tons/year) 

Storage formation Project phase 

Sleipner (Norway) 1 Saline aquifer 

sandstone (offshore) 

Monitoring and modelling stage 

Weyburn (Canada) 1.7 Carbonate reservoir 

(onshore) 

Monitoring, risk assessment, 

and performance assessment 

In Salah (Algeria) 1 Sandstone reservoir 

(onshore) 

Monitoring and risk assessment 

stage 

Gorgon (Australia) 4 Saline aquifer 

sandstone (onshore) 

Not available  

Snohvit (Norway) 0.7 Saline aquifer 

sandstone (offshore) 

Not available  

 

2.3.1 Underground storage options 

The major benefit of geological storage of CO2 is that it offers a long-term isolation 

from the atmosphere via permanent trapping of CO2 in the reservoir’s porous medium. 

In this context, there are three potential geological sinks suitable for permanent CO2 

storage: 1) active or depleted oil and gas formations (sandstones/carbonates); 2) deep 

saline aquifer formations; and 3) coal seams (IPCC, 2005; Thomas & Benson, 2015). 

Figure 2-3 demonstrates the various options for CO2 injection and storage. The most 

commonly used depleted hydrocarbon (oil/gas) reservoirs and deep saline aquifers are 

carbonate and sandstone formations. Calcite is the dominant mineral in carbonates, 

whereas sandstones predominantly comprise quartz mineral. Both calcite and quartz 

are widely used in laboratory studies of CO2/rock interactions. Carbonate formations 

are typically more permeable than sandstone, allowing a greater volume of CO2 to be 

injected (IPCC, 2005). The caprock, or the ‘seal’, which provides a safe closure of the 

reservoir and prevents capillary leakage of CO2, is typically shale.  

Coal seams are also a potential candidate for geological CO2 storage, offering an 

opportunity for enhanced methane recovery as well (Arif et al., 2016c; IPCC, 2005). 

Of all the storage options, saline aquifers are the deepest, while coal seams are located 

at much shallower depths.  
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Figure 2-3 Geological CO2 sequestration options. Extreme left: enhanced oil recovery 

with CO2 flooding; centre left: storage in deep saline aquifer; centre right: storage in 

depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs; extreme right: storage in coal seams (modified after 

GRREBS web data). 

 

Table 2-2 presents a comparison of the estimated storage capacity and relative 

advantages and disadvantages of all storage options. Saline aquifers have the highest 

storage capacity; however, their characterisation is very challenging. Coal seams, on 

the other hand, offer challenges in terms of CO2 injection, due to their extremely low 

permeability (IPCC, 2005).  

 

Table 2-2 Storage capacity estimates and relative merits of storage mediums (after 
IPCC, 2005). 

Storage 

formation  

Storage capacity 

(Gt CO2) 
Advantages Disadvantages  

Hydrocarbon 

reservoirs 
675–900 

Natural trap by caprock 

sealing  
Storage capacity is limited  

Saline aquifers 1,000–10,000 

Massive storage 

volumes due to larger 

areal extent 

Characterisation is 

challenging  

Coal seams 3–200 
Located closer to 

emission sites 

Injection is extremely 

difficult  
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2.3.2 Trapping mechanisms 

Trapping mechanisms are the physical and hydrodynamic methods that prevent 

upwards migration and leakage of CO2, and consequently render CO2 immobile in the 

porous medium. These trapping mechanisms include structural or stratigraphical 

trapping, capillary or residual trapping, dissolution trapping, and mineral trapping. 

Another form of trapping is adsorption trapping, which applies to CO2 storage in coal 

seams and organic shales via physical adsorption onto the organic matter (Arif et al. 

2017b; Saghafi et al., 2014; ShojaiKaveh et al., 2011, 2012).  

2.3.2.1 Structural trapping 

After the injection of CO2 into the reservoir, CO2 escalates up towards the caprock or 

seal due to the density difference between the fluids in the reservoir (i.e. CO2 and 

brine). This upwards plume migration is also attributed to an imbalance between the 

capillary forces (which tend to hold the buoyant CO2 back in the pores of the storage 

rock) and buoyancy forces (which assist an upwards migration). The migrating plume 

eventually encounters the caprock or reservoir seal. Caprock is an extremely low 

permeable rock (typically shale, mudstones, clay or salt domes, with permeability 

usually measured in nano-darcys), which prevents the flow of the buoyant CO2 plume 

(Iglauer et al., 2015a, b). As a result, CO2 is structurally trapped. Figure 2-4 illustrates 

the types of structural traps, including a) anticline structural trap, b) normal fault trap, 

c) stratigraphic fault structural trap, and d) thrust trap structural trap. Structural 

trapping is typically the major storage mechanism during the first decade of storage 

(as illustrated in Figure 2-5; Iglauer et al., 2015a). 
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a)      b)    

 

c)     d) 

Figure 2-4 Types of structural traps: a) anticline structural trap; b) normal fault trap c) 

stratigraphic fault structural trap; d) thrust trap structural trap (source: modified after 

Fundamentals of Petroleum Engineering, module 2, slidershare.net). 

 

2.3.2.2 Capillary or residual trapping 

Capillary trapping involves the immobilisation of CO2 in rock pores due to capillary 

forces that are of sufficient strength to retain CO2 (Juanes et al., 2010; Pentland et al., 

2011). Capillary trapping takes place when the brine phase displaces CO2 at the trailing 

edge of a rising CO2 plume, resulting in entrapment of CO2 as discontinuous droplets 

(see Figure 2-6). Capillary trapping is typically assessed by core flooding 

displacement experiments on rock-core samples, by measuring the residual CO2 

saturation (Kumar et al., 2005; Qi et al., 2009; Saadatpoor et al., 2010). Capillary 

trapping is also crucial during the initial decades of the project (Figure 2-5). 
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Figure 2-5 CO2 trapping mechanisms’ performance over time (after IPCC, 2005). 

 

2.3.2.3 Solubility trapping 

Solubility trapping is a geochemical process by which a dense CO2-enriched brine is 

formed by the dissolution of CO2 in formation brine (Figure 2-6). An important 

advantage of this mechanism is the absence of a mobile CO2 plume, due to a small 

amount of CO2 dissolved in brine, thereby resulting in improvements in structural and 

residual trapping capacities (Iglauer, 2011c; IPCC, 2005). Solubility trapping is 

typically a long-term mechanism, which starts from the middle of a storage project 

and lasts until the end (Figure 2-5).  

2.3.2.4 Mineral trapping 

Mineral trapping involves permanent storage of CO2 by geochemical reactions 

between the rock, CO2 and brine (Pearce et al., 2015), leading to long-term entrapment 

of massive volumes of CO2 (Pearce et al., 2015). The stepwise procedure of mineral 

trapping is illustrated below (Bachu et al., 1994): 

1. Dissolution of CO2 in brine leading to formation of carbonic acid: 

CO2 + H2O → H2CO3 

2. Dissociation of carbonic acid leading to formation of bicarbonate ions: 
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H2CO3 → H+ + (HCO3)-
 

3. Production of more carbonate and hydrogen ions: 

H+ + (HCO3)- → 2H+ + CO3
-
 

4. Precipitation reaction to form calcium carbonate:  

CO3
- + Ca2+ → CaCO3 

Mineral trapping requires a long time to commence; however, once it starts, it can last 

for hundreds of years (Figure 2-5).  

 

 

Figure 2-6 Illustration of trapping mechanisms (after Burnside & Naylor, 2011). 

 

2.4 Introduction to rock/fluid wettability 

Wettability is the inherent property by which means a solid surface, in the presence of 

two fluids, tends to remain in contact with one fluid. In the context of hydrocarbon 

reservoir engineering, wettability is the essential physicochemical parameter that 

governs fluid distribution and flow dynamics in porous media and residual saturations 

(Chaudhary et al., 2013; Morrow, 1990, Pentland et al., 2011). Wettability also 
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influences relative permeability curves and capillary pressure, which are extremely 

significant for reservoir simulation (Morrow, 1990). Mechanistically, in a 

rock/oil/water system, if the rock is water-wet, the wetting phase (i.e. water) will 

occupy the smaller pores, while the non-wetting phase (i.e. oil) will remain in larger 

pores.  

Various experimental approaches are used to measure the wettability of rock/fluid 

systems including the contact angle measurement, Amott-Harvey index (Amott, 

1959), and USBM (Donaldson et al., 1969). 

2.4.1 Contact angle method 

The contact angle method is widely applied to measure the wetting behaviour of a 

rock/fluid system. The method typically involves a proxy mineral surface (e.g. calcite 

for carbonates and quartz for sandstones), whereby a droplet of brine is dispensed onto 

the surface housed in a cell with CO2 at a fixed pressure. A reverse configuration also 

exists, in which a CO2 bubble is dispensed inside the cell that is filled with brine and 

contains the mineral surface. The former configuration is referred to as the ‘sessile 

drop method’, while the latter is known as the ‘captive bubble method’ (Lander et al., 

1993). A comparison among various contact angle measurement methods revealed 

that the sessile drop with tilted plate configuration was the best way to measure 

wettability of a system (Lander et al., 1993). This technique allows simultaneous 

measurement of both the receding and advancing contact angles (Lander et al., 1993).  

In theory, there are three distinct immiscible phases (solid, water, and air/vapour), 

which interact with each other and form three different interfaces. This interaction 

gives rise to three types of interfacial force fields acting on the droplet: solid/water 

interfacial tension (γsw), vapour/brine interfacial tension (γvw), and solid/vapour 

interfacial tension (γsv), as shown in Figure 2-7. However, in a mineral/CO2/brine 

system, the forces are:  

1. mineral/CO2 interfacial tension (γsc) 

2. CO2/brine interfacial tension (γcw) 

3. mineral/brine interfacial tension (γsw). 

Young’s equation demonstrates a force balance of these three interfacial forces and 

relates them to the macroscopic contact angle, as follows:  
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                                          𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
γ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − γ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
γ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

                              𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 2.1 

 

 

Figure 2-7 Water droplet under interfacial forces in a solid/air/brine system. 

 

Consequently, the contact angle (θ) at the rock/fluid interface governs wettability.  

 

Table 2-3 Wettability regimes for rock/CO2/brine systems on the basis of contact angle 

(modified after Iglauer et al., 2015a). 

Wetting condition  Water contact angle θ(°) 

Complete non-wetting  180 

Strongly CO2-wet 130–180 

Weakly CO2-wet 110–130 

Intermediate-wet 70–110 

Weakly water-wet 50–70 

Strongly water-wet  <50 

Complete wetting 0 

 

2.4.2 Advancing and receding angles 

The tilted plate technique is used to determine the advancing and receding contact 

angles at both sides of the droplet. At the leading edge of the water droplet (water 

displacing CO2), the angle at the rock/CO2/brine interface is the water advancing 

contact angle (θa); this determines the capillary trapping capacity (Chiquet et al., 

2007). At the trailing edge of the droplet (CO2 is displacing brine), the angle is the 
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water receding contact angle (θr); see Figure 2-8. For structural trapping capacity 

estimation, the water receding contact angle is relevant (Broseta et al., 2012). The 

difference between advancing and receding contact angles is known as contact angle 

hysteresis (Broseta et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 2-8 Illustration of advancing and receding contacting angles (after Yanez-Soto 
et al., 2015). 

 

2.4.3 Impact of wettability on structural and residual trapping 
 

To examine the influence of wettability on structural trapping, the equation for the 

storage height is used, which in turn depicts the capillary sealing efficiency; this is 

given as: 

                            ℎ =
2𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 cos 𝑐𝑐
∆𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌               𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 2.2 

It is clear from Equation 2.2 that structural trapping capacity is a function of CO2/brine 

wettability (i.e. contact angle), and interfacial tension. In this context, a strongly water-

wet rock (i.e. θ < 50°), leads to a better potential for structural trapping capacities, due 

in part to increased capillary entry pressure of caprock in water-wet scenarios (Iglauer 

et al., 2015a). With the decrease in rock’s water-wettability, a corresponding reduction 

in structural trapping potential occurs. For the case of a CO2-wet caprock, negative 

values of capillary pressure prevail and thus CO2 will leak through the caprock (Iglauer 

et al., 2015a); such situations may lead to a remarkable reduction in structural trapping 

capacities. In conclusion, water-wet caprocks are often better for storage. 
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Conversely, capillary trapping is also related to wettability, such that the strongly 

water-wet system yields much a higher trapped CO2 saturation; whereas for the 

strongly CO2-wet systems, capillary trapping is significantly lower (Chaudhary et al., 

2013; Iglauer et al., 2013; Krevor et al., 2015). 

2.4.4 Previous studies on CO2 wettability 

2.4.4.1 Pure minerals 

In the past few years, CO2-wettability of minerals has evolved as an emerging research 

theme, with many studies reporting experimental wettability data for various 

combinations of mineral/CO2/brine systems.  

Chiquet et al. (2007) reported CO2-wettability of quartz and mica and found that a 

mica surface which was strongly water-wet at ambient conditions turned weakly CO2-

wet at high pressure (Chiquet et al., 2007). Broseta et al. (2012) reported CO2-

wettability of calcite and mica at typical storage conditions; both were weakly water-

wet, especially at high pressures. Farookhpoor et al. (2013) reported wettability for 

calcite, mica, and feldspar using experimental measurement of contact angles. Iglauer 

et al. (2014) conducted a study on the influence of surface-cleaning methods on 

contact angle, and concluded that surface contamination can lead to highly biased 

contact angle values. Arif et al. (2016a) conducted a comprehensive study on the CO2-

wettability of mica as a function of pressure and temperature, and concluded that mica 

surfaces were weakly water-wet at typical storage conditions (15 MPa and 343 K). 

Saraji et al. (2014) reported experimental wettability data on quartz surfaces, and 

found that pure quartz surfaces were water-wet even at high pressures. ShojaiKaveh 

et al. (2016) measured the wettability of shaly caprock and found that caprock CO2-

wettability increased with pressure. They also concluded that structural trapping 

capacity decreases with an increase in CO2-wettability. Arif et al. (2017a) evaluated 

CO2-wettability of pure calcite, and found that contact angles on calcite surfaces 

increased with pressure and decreased with temperature (Arif et al., 2017a). In a later 

study, Arif et al. (2017b) reported CO2-wettability of organic-rich shales as a function 

of shale TOC, and found that contact angle increased with TOC in a log-linear 

relationship. Cahudhary et al. (2015) presented a new method by using high-resolution 

X-ray computed tomography (HRXCT) and radiography for measuring wettability or 

contact angle of minerals (muscovite, quartz, borosilicate glass, shale, polyether ether 
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ketone (PEEK), and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE or Teflon) surfaces at different 

reservoir pressure-temperature conditions and found that PEEK and PTFE surfaces 

become CO2-wet at reservoir conditions whereas, quartz and  muscovite have showed 

water-wet characteristics and borosilicate glass have depicted decrease in its water-

wetness at reservoir conditions. Guiltinan et al. (2017) measured the wettability of 

CO2 on organic shale at various organic matter concentrations and thermal maturities 

and found that bulk organic shale shows strongly water-wet characteristics with 

respect to CO2 despite alterations to the thermal maturity and different organic 

concentrations. 

A few other studies have examined the physics of wettability alteration. For example, 

Arif et al. (2016d) related wettability changes at the brine/mineral interface to the 

interplay of the three interfacial tensions involved in Young’s equation (Equation 2.1). 

They concluded that solid/CO2 interfacial tension decreased with pressure, while 

solid/water interfacial tension increased with temperature; this caused a corresponding 

wettability shift in coals and mica, whereas the opposite was observed for quartz (Arif 

et al., 2017d). In addition, studies have used zeta potential measurements to relate 

wettability to the electrochemical changes at the brine/mineral interface (Alroudhan et 

al., 2016; Arif et al., 2017c, d; Jackson et al., 2016; Vinogradov & Jackson, 2015).  

Iglauer (2017) published a comprehensive review of reported wettability data and the 

factors influencing wettability of rock/CO2/brine systems; his published data are 

reproduced in Figure 2-9. The red and black datapoints are for the minerals/rocks that 

are hydrophobic, while the green and blue datapoints represent the water-wet or 

hydrophilic minerals. It can be seen that CO2 wettability of rock varies from strongly 

water-wet to strongly CO2-wet (Iglauer, 2017).  
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Figure 2-9 Contact angle data for mineral/CO2/brine systems (modified after Iglauer, 
2017). 

 

2.4.4.2 Wettability of altered surfaces 

Some studies have reported wettability of surfaces that are aged in silanol (Al-Anssari 

et al., 2016; Arif et al., 2016b; Dickson et al., 2006) or crude oil (Yang et al., 2007). 

All such studies found a massive wettability transformation for harsh ageing 

conditions. For example, Al-Anssari et al. (2016) report that the pure calcite, which is 

strongly water-wet at ambient conditions, turned into strongly CO2-wet after ageing 

in silane solution.  

Al-Anssari et al. (2017a, b, c; 2018) reported CO2-wettability of nano-modified calcite 

surfaces in a series of publications. The measurements were at high pressure and high 

temperature conditions, and it was demonstrated that calcite surfaces altered with 

silica nanoparticles exhibit strongly water-wet characteristics in comparison to pure 

calcite (Al-Anssari et al., 2018a, b, c; 2018). 
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2.5 Fatty acids in sediments 

During the early 1970s, there was a great deal of geochemical interest in fatty acids, 

due to the development of new analytical techniques such as gas chromatography to 

separate the organics from a crude oil stream (Kvenvolden, 1967). Fatty acids are of 

particular interest to petroleum geochemists, because of evidence that fatty acids are 

naturally occurring materials in hydrocarbon reservoirs (Waples, 1981). Fatty acids 

range from straight-chain saturated monocarboxylic acids to branched and straight-

chain unsaturated fatty acids (Waples, 1981). Many researches have confirmed the 

existence of unsaturated straight-chain fatty acid traces in modern sediments and 

ocean waters (Meredith et al., 2000; Watson et al., 2002). There is experimental 

evidence of the existence of long-chain monocarboxylic acids in tight sands in Canada 

(Cyr & Strausz, 1984). Similarly, branched-chain fatty acids are present in 

hydrocarbons in modern sediments and Green River oil shale (McGowan et al., 1985).  

The common acids that are present in reservoirs or aquifers include hexanoic acid, 

heptanoic acid, stearic acid, lauric acid, and lignoceric or oleic acid (Amaya et al., 

2002; Hamouda & Gomari, 2006; Hansen et al., 2000; Kharaka et al., 2009; Jardine et 

al., 1989; Legens et al., 1998; Madsen and Ida, 1998; Stalker et al., 2013; Yang et al., 

2015). The following sections describe previous studies that considered the influence 

of these organic acids on the wettability of minerals. However, a major limitation is 

that all of these studies are based on rock/oil/brine wettability, and no study has been 

undertaken for rock/CO2/brine systems.  

 

2.6 Influence of organic acids on rock wettability 

Our understanding of oil-wet surfaces relates to a series of publications by Andersen 

(1986). These studies related the oil-wet nature of rock to the adsorption of polar 

organic compounds present in crude oil (Andersen, 1986). In addition, the acid 

molecules’ diffusion through a water film is another physical mechanism responsible 

for wettability reversal. 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, very few studies have reported wettability data 

as a function of organic acid concentration. These studies are summarised in Table 2-

4, and described below.  
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Table 2-4 Previous wettability studies which considered organic acids. 

Reference System analysed  Organic acids  Operating 
conditions  

Legens et al. 
(1998) 

Calcite/brine/toluene Benzoic acid, 
lauric acid 

Ambient 
conditions  

Hansen et al. 
(2000)  

Calcite/water/decane Stearic acid  Up to 30 MPa at 
23 oC and 50 oC 

Standnes and 
Austad, (2003) 

Calcite/water/heptane  Octanoic acid, 
lauric acid, 
stearic acid  

Ambient 
conditions  

Gomari et al. 
(2006) 

Calcite/brine/decane Heptanoic acid, 
stearic acid 

Ambient 
conditions 

 

 

Legens et al. (1998) observed the interaction between organic acids (lauric acid and 

benzoic acid) and calcite powder by contact angle measurements on 

calcite/toluene/brine systems. The measured values of contact angles were 80o for 

calcite powder aged in benzoic acid; however, in the presence of lauric acid, the 

observed contact angle was 150o, a significant increase. The system, which was 

intermediate-wet in the presence of benzoic acid, turned strongly oil-wet in the 

presence of lauric acid. Wettability reversal from hydrophilic to a more hydrophobic 

state implied that the adsorbed molecules directed their polar surfaces towards the 

minerals (Legens et al., 1998). The conclusion was that the organic acids chemisorbed 

on the surface calcium ions, that is, they replaced hydroxyl groups on the surface that 

had resulted from previous hydration by water (Legens et al., 1998). In addition, it was 

concluded that the calcite surface wettability increased with an increase in the number 

of carbon atoms of the acid to which it was exposed (Legens et al., 1998).  

Hansen et al. (2000) conducted an experimental study to observe the adsorption of 

stearic acid on pure calcite surfaces, to explain the influence of acid concentrations on 

the wettability of calcite/water/n-decane systems. The advancing and receding contact 

angles were measured by changing the droplet volume dispensed through the needle. 

Hansen et al. (2000) used the terms ‘advanced angle’ and ‘receded angle’ to 

demonstrate the static nature of the observed contact angles. Significantly higher 

advancing and receding contact angles were measured for calcite + stearic 

acid/water/n-decane systems. For example, at 30 MPa, advancing angle (θa) was as 

high as 100o, while receding angle (θr) was as high as 80o (Hansen et al., 2000).  
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Standnes and Austad (2003) evaluated the influence of organic acids on the wettability 

of calcite/oil/brine systems. Contact angles measured were 73o for lauric acid, and 90o 

for calcite surfaces exposed to stearic acid. This showed that stearic acid, with a larger 

number of carbon atoms than lauric acid, rendered the calcite surfaces more 

hydrophobic (Standnes & Austad, 2003). Standnes and Austad (2003) explained this 

transformation of wettability by organic acids, using a surface complexation model. 

The wettability alteration due to interaction between organic acids and a calcite surface 

involves a strong adsorption of carboxylic groups onto the carbonate surface. These 

molecules play the role of anchors for other polar molecules adsorbing on the rock 

surface, via dipolar and hydrophobic interaction forces (Standnes & Austad, 2003). 

Finally, the organic monolayer will cover the entire rock surface (carbonate/calcite), 

and the rock will turn into oil-wet state. Under such conditions, spontaneous 

imbibition of water is not possible, due to a negative prevailing capillary pressure 

caused by the oil-wet nature of rock (Standnes & Austad, 2003).  

Gomariet et al. (2006) conducted contact angle measurements on calcite surfaces 

treated in 0.01 M stearic acid and heptanoic acid. Calcite surfaces that were originally 

water-wet turned more oil-wet after exposure with stearic acid. The maximum 

advancing contact angle was 120o, indicating a strongly oil-wet surface (Gomari et al., 

2006). Moreover, heptanoic acid turned the calcite surface intermediate-wet at 

ambient conditions (Gomari et al., 2006).  

The literature also identified that directly injecting stearic acid drops through a needle 

onto the calcite surface can lead to formation of calcium stearate layers, which hinders 

the process of contact angle measurements (Hansen et al., 2000). Instead, Hansen et 

al. (2000) used an ageing method by which stearic acid was adsorbed on the freshly 

cleaved calcite surface placed in 0.02 M stearic acid in n-decane (a supersaturated 

solution). The samples were aged for 20 h, taken out and rinsed with DI water, and 

then dried with air before initiating the contact angle measurements (Hansen et al., 

2000).  

The stearic acid interacts with the calcite surface by means of ionisation of the stearic 

acid at the calcite/water interface; the following general equation describes the 

reaction:  

RCOOH → RCOO- + H+
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This reaction leads to an increase in the pH (the concentration of H+ ions in the 

solution), which facilitates the ionisation of the stearic acid. As a result, there is an 

increase in the tendency of the anionic group [CH3(CH2)16COO-] to dissolve in water. 

Consequently, once the anionic group interacts with calcite, a chemisorption reaction 

takes place at the calcite surface, leading to the formation of calcium stearate 

[CH3(CH2)16COOCa]. This chemisorption reaction renders the calcite surface more 

non-wetting (i.e. oil-wet in case of oil/brine/calcite system, and CO2-wet in case of 

CO2/brine/calcite system). Using other terms, the calcite surface aged in stearic acid 

becomes more hydrophobic than the natural untreated calcite surface, which is 

relatively hydrophilic at ambient conditions. 

There is a clear lack of studies into the influence of organic acids on CO2-wettability 

of minerals, despite the proven existence of organic acids in reservoirs as discussed 

above. Moreover, chemically clean mineral surfaces are artificial, in the sense that 

they can only be prepared and persist in strongly oxidising environments (Iglauer et 

al., 2014; Love et al., 2005). In addition, it is well established that anoxic or reducing 

conditions prevail in the subsurface, i.e. the environment becomes more reducing with 

increasing depth (Froelich et al., 1979; Townsend et al., 2003). A partial monolayer 

of small traces of organic acids adsorbed onto the mineral surface is potentially 

sufficient to cause a total wettability reversal of the system, from strongly water-wet 

to completely non-wetting (Adamson & Gast, 1997; Hansen et al., 2000; Iglauer et al., 

2014). Consequently, consideration of such acids in wettability evaluation is important 

to reduce the uncertainty associated with wettability predictions.  

 

2.7 Other factors influencing wettability 

Various other factors influence wettability, including pressure, temperature, salinity, 

and surface roughness (Iglauer, 2017). For example, operating pressure significantly 

affects wettability, and usually an increase in pressure results in an increase in 

CO2/brine/mineral contact angle (i.e. an increase in CO2-wettability; Arif et al., 2017a; 

Al-Anssari et al., 2017a; Iglauer et al., 2015a; Shojai Kaveh et al., 2012). In addition, 

some studies studied the influence of temperature on the wettability of rock/CO2/brine 

systems, with some studies reporting a decrease in contact angle with increasing 

temperature (Arif et al., 2016a, 2017a; Al-Anssari et al., 2017; Bikkina et al., 2011; 
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Saraji et al., 2013, Shojai Kaveh et al., 2016). Brine composition and salinity also 

influence the wetting characteristics of rock/CO2/brine systems. Most studies reported 

increases in water contact angles with increasing ionic strength of the formation brine 

(Al-Anssari et al., 2017b; Broseta et al., 2012; Iglauer, 2017; Saraji et al., 2013; Shojai 

Kaveh et al., 2016). Finally, surface roughness has been found to have a significant 

influence on wettability. For example, Al-Yaseri et al., (2016) found differences in 

contact angle values on silica surfaces of different roughness values. Arif et al. (2017a) 

also reported a decrease in advancing and receding contact angles with increasing 

surface roughness of calcite.  
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Chapter 3 Materials and Methods 
 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter details all materials and samples used in this study, and the experimental 

methods followed. First, the chapter describes the rock samples and fluids used in the 

study, including their functional properties and other physicochemical features. The 

rock surface ageing procedure is then outlined, and finally the procedure for contact 

angle measurements is described.  

 

3.2 Materials 

The materials used for the experimental work include fluids, organic acids, mineral 

samples, and cleaning agent. The following sections describe the specifications of 

these materials in detail.  

 

3.2.1 Fluids and Salts 

Fluids used in this study are listed in Table 3-1. 

 

Table 3-1 Fluids used in this study. 

Fluid Physical state  Resourced from Purity 
Carbon dioxide Gas, 

supercritical 
fluid 

BOC Australia, 
food grade, gas 
code-082 

99.9 mol% 

Nitrogen  Gaseous  BOC Australia, 
food grade, gas 
code-032 

99.9 mol%  

Deionised water Liquid David Gray Ultrapure 
(conductivity = 
0.02 mS/cm) 

Decane Liquid Rowe Scientific 99.9 mol% 
Acetone Liquid Rowe Scientific 99.9 mol%  
NaCl Solid Scharlan 99.9 mol% 
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3.2.2 Organic acids 

Organic acids range from short-chain fatty acids to long-chain fatty acids (Haynes, 

2014). Fatty acids are a group of carboxylic acids that have a long aliphatic chain that 

can be either saturated or unsaturated (Speight, 2005). Typically, most of the naturally 

occurring fatty acids have an unbranched chain of carbon atoms (Speight, 2005).  

The naturally occurring fatty acids are classified into four groups: short-chain, 

medium-chain, long-chain, and very-long chain fatty acids. The associated number of 

carbon atoms and common examples of each category are shown in Table 3-2.  

 

Table 3-2 Classification of organic acids. 

Type of fatty acid Number of carbon 
atoms 

Examples  

Short chain  1–6  Hexanoic acid (C6) 
Medium chain 7–12  Lauric acid (C12) 
Long chain  13–21  Stearic acid (C18) 
Very long chain  22 or more  Lignoceric acid (C24) 

 

As described in Chapter 2, the existence of organic acids in the subsurface has been 

proven by various studies (Karatha et al., 2009). To analyse the influence of these 

organic acids on the fluid-rock interfacial interaction, four organic acids were selected, 

one from each of the types described in Table 3-2: hexanoic acid, lauric acid, stearic 

acid, and lignoceric acid.  

Table 3-3 presents the relevant characteristics of these four organic acids used.  

 

Table 3-3 Organic acids used in this study. 

Organic Acid Physical 
state  

Formula Number of 
carbon atoms 

Molar mass 
(g/mol) 

Hexanoic acid Liquid C6H12O2 6 116.158 
Lauric acid  Powder  C12H24O2 12 200.318 
Stearic acid Powder C18H36O2 18 284.4772 
Lignoceric acid Powder C24H48O2 24 368.63  
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3.2.3 Minerals used 

 

Pure quartz and pure calcite (Iceland spar) from Ward’s Natural Science were used in 

these experiments as representatives of sandstone and carbonate respectively. The 

calcite sample used had perfect rhombohedral cleavage in three directions not at right 

angles (120° and 60°; Hurlbut & Klein, 1985). The quartz and calcite samples used in 

these experiments were perfectly cleaved by the supplier. 

3.2.4 Cleaning agents 
 

In contact angle experimental measurements, the selection of the surface cleaning 

procedure is vital, because surface contamination can result in very biased contact 

angle values (Bikkina, 2012; Iglauer et al., 2014; Mahadevan, 2012). Prior to the 

ageing process, the calcite and quartz samples were cleaned for ~5 minutes by air 

plasma equipment. After the ageing process, the minerals were cleaned with nitrogen 

to ensure the organics remained intact.  

3.3 Surface roughness 
 

An AFM instrument (DS 95-20DME NanoTechnologie GmbH) was used to determine 

the surface roughness of all calcite samples used, whereas, surface roughness of quartz 

samples were provided by supplier. The root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness 

of the sample was tested before and after the contact angle measurements. The surface 

roughness for calcite before the measurement was 4.4 nm and after the measurement 

was 4.8 nm (detail provided in Chapter 4), whereas, surface roughness of quartz before 

measurement was 1 to 2 nm (as provided by supplier). These values indicated a smooth 

surface (when compared with Sarmadivaleh et al., 2015). The surface topographical 

images are shown in the Appendix.  

3.4 Ageing procedure 

 

To simulate a typical storage formation, where the rock pore surfaces are exposed to 

formation water over geological times (Birkholzer et al., 2009; Ji & Xu, 2015; 

Nordbotten et al., 2005; White et al., 2003), the following strategy was adopted:  
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• The calcite samples were immersed for 30 min in calcite-equilibrated DI-

water, while the acidity was maintained at pH = 4 by adding drops of aqueous 

hydrochloric acid, whereas, this process was not done for quartz surfaces 

because of no effect. This procedure increases the adsorption rate of stearic 

acid onto the calcite substrate, and thus simulates adsorption over geological 

times. 

• Substrates were cleaned with calcite-equilibrated DI-water for calcite samples 

and quartz-equilibrated DI-water for quartz samples to remove any dust or 

surface fragments from the surface. 

• N2 was used to mechanically clean (blow away) the remaining solution on the 

surfaces to avoid contamination and also removes the thin water film adsorbed 

from humidity in the air (Stipp et al., 1996). 

• The sample was then dried in an oven at 90°C for 60 mins and exposed to air 

plasma (using a Diemer Yocto instrument) for 15 mins to remove any organic 

contamination (Love et al., 2005; Iglauer et al., 2014). 

• Subsequently, the samples were aged in stearic acid/n-decane solutions of 

prescribed molarity (10-2 M to 10-10 M) for seven days to mimic exposure to 

formation water (which contains organic molecules) over geological times 

(Gomari & Hamouda, 2006; Hamouda & Gomari, 2006; Karoussi et al., 2008; 

Tabrizy et al., 2011).  

• We consider that the use of decane for wetting alteration is justified for deep 

saline aquifers, as aquifers are shown to have traces of oil (Bennett et al., 1993) 

as a result of biodegradation and organic matter diagenesis and subsequent 

migration into the water zones (Jones et al., 2008). 

The ageing procedure adopted in this work is consistent with the literature (Hoeiland 

et al., 2001; Karoussi et al., 2008).  

 

3.5 Contact angle measurements 
 

Contact angle is considered the best quantitative technique to evaluate the wettability 

behaviour of a given rock/fluid system under representative conditions (Lander et al., 

1993). The benefit of the contact angle measurement method is that it also allows 
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wettability classification for a wide variety of working situations as a function of 

operating temperature, pressure, and brine comparison (Arif et al., 2017a). In addition, 

contact angle measurements can be performed for mineral surfaces of different surface 

roughness (Arif et al., 2017a; Al-Anssari et al., 2018).  

Of all available methods for contact angle measurements, tilted plate is regarded as 

the most effective due to its application to determining both the advancing and 

receding contact angles simultaneously.  

3.5.1 Contact angle measurements setup 

This study used the pendant drop tilted plate contact angle method to measure the 

contact angle (Lander et al., 1993). This setup was used by many previous studies 

(Arif et al., 2016a, b; Al-Anssari et al., 2017, 2018). Although the decoupling of 

tangential and lateral forces on the droplet changes with the change in angle of tilt 

(Eral and Oh, 2013), nevertheless the high reproducibility associated with the tilted 

plate technique makes it the best method for contact angle measurement. Moreover, 

this method allows measurement of both the advancing and receding contact angles 

simultaneously (Lander et al., 1993).  

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3-1. It consists of a high-

pressure, high-temperature cell, which houses the sample on a tilted plate. It is 

connected to two pumps, a brine pump and a CO2 pump. Both pumps are ISCO 

Teledyne series. The gas cylinder and brine pump are both connected to the parr 

reactor to allow thermal equilibrium between CO2 and injected brine before injecting 

into the measurement cell. Once the fluids have equilibrated, the mixture was injected 

into the cell at a desired pressure and temperature; the cell temperature is fixed to a 

desired value for any given measurement. The cell is connected to a temperature bath 

to maintain the temperature of the system. The system measurements are recorded by 

a video camera (Basler scA 640–70 fm, pixel size = 7.4 μm; frame rate = 71 fps; 

Fujinon CCTV lens: HF35HA-1B; 1:1.6/35 mm) which is connected to a computer 

system to display the results. 
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Figure 3-1 Schematic representation of experimental setup used to measure advancing 

and receding contact angles (modified after Arif et al., 2017a). (a) CO2 supply; (b) 

ISCO (high precision syringe pump) for CO2; (c) ISCO (high precision syringe pump) 

for brine; (d) high pressure mixing reactor for fluid equilibration; e) high pressure cell 

(inside visible with substrate retained on a tilted plate); (f) heating unit and controller 

for high pressure cell; (g) liquid drain system; (h) high resolution video camera; (i) 

desktop computer installed with image visualisation and interpretation software; (j) 

gas pressure relief valve (modified after Arif et al., 2017a). 

 

The following points describe the complete procedure for contact angle 

measurements:  

• After aging calcite or quartz sample (of known route mean square surface 

roughness) was first washed with acetone, dried on 90 °C, and then placed in 

the cell on the tilted plate (angle of tilt = 17°), and the cell was closed.  

• A mixing equilibrating reactor was used to thermodynamically equilibrate the 

CO2 and brine (John Morris Scientific, Parr 4848 reactor, mixing frequency = 

60 Hz, max. P = 35 MPa, max. T = 350 °C).  

• The required temperature (323 K) was customised in the pressure cell. The 

reactor temperature was also fixed at the same value as cell temperature. 

d 
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• A high precision syringe pump (ISCO 250D, Teledyne; pressure accuracy of 

0.1% FS) was used to inject a constant volume of liquid (~60 ml of de-gassed 

brine or DI water, vacuumed for 12 hours) in the mixing reactor. 

• Subsequently, another high precision syringe pump (ISCO 500D, Teledyne; 

pressure accuracy of 0.1% FS) was used to pump CO2 at customised pressure 

values of 10 MPa and 25 MPa into the reactor.  

• After injecting CO2 and brine into the mixing reactor at the desired temperature 

and pressure, they were mixed in order to minimise the dissolution and mass 

transfer effects during contact angle measurements; the equilibration was 

sustained for ~60 minutes for each measurement. 

• The high pressure cell was filled with equilibrated CO2 at the required 

experimental pressure and temperature. CO2 was pumped until it was stabilised 

on the required pressure and no further injection was required. The pump was 

set to constant pressure in order to effectively stabilise the system. 

• A droplet of equilibrated DI-water/brine (with average volume of 6 μL ± 1 μL), 

was dispensed through a needle onto the quartz/calcite sample. 

• In accordance with DeGennes et al. (2004), the needle size was kept small to 

reduce the size of the droplet to avoid the effect of droplet size on the contact 

angle. In these measurements, the minimum capillary length of these droplets 

is 2.23 mm, which is larger than an average droplet radius on rock surfaces 

(~1.7 ± 0.2 mm), hence the influence of droplet size on contact angle is 

negligible. 

• Advancing and receding contact angles were measured at the water-CO2 

interface on leading and trailing edges before the movement of the droplet on 

the rock surface.  

• This complete process was recorded and images were extracted from the video 

to measure the contact angles (Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3). 

• Finally, ‘ImageJ’ software was used to analyse the images, where the ‘angle’ 

icon provided in the menu bar to mark receding and advancing angles on the 

image.  

• The measurements were repeated three times to ensure reproducible values. 

• The standard deviation of the measurements was ±3° based on replicated 

measurements.  
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On each new measurement, acetone was used to clean the cell, and DI water was 

circulated through the pump and flow lines to remove the residual solids and 

contaminants. The bottom cylinder of the mixing reactor was removed and cleaned 

with acetone, followed by drying for few hours.  

 

 

 

 

 

           a) 10 MPa, 323 K (calcite/stearic)                b) 25 MPa, 323 K (calcite/stearic) 

 

 

 

 

 

         c) 25 MPa, 323 K (quartz/hexanoic)           d) 25 MPa, 323 K (quartz/stearic) 

Figure 3-2 Example images extracted from video files for contact angle measurements. 

Figure (a) and (b) are taken at 10-2 M of stearic acid on a calcite surface at 10 MPa and 

25 MPa; Figure (c) and (d) are taken at 10-2 M of hexanoic acid and stearic acid 

respectively on a quartz surface at 25 MPa; all were taken at 323 K; CO2 is in 

surrounding. 
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Figure 3-3 Schematic of contact angle measurements. Right (blue) is ‘receding angle’, 

and left (red) is ‘advancing angle’ (modified after Arif et al., 2017a). 

 

3.5.2 Imaging procedure 

The images were extracted from movie files and visualised in Image analysis software 

‘ImageJ’. The analysis was conducted in two different ways:  

1) Manual calculation option: 

In this option, the advancing and receding angles are measured by the observer’s best-

fit analysis using an icon called ‘angle’. The tool automatically allows the user to draw 

both advancing and receding angles on the leading and trailing edge of the water 

droplet, as shown in Figure 3-3.  

2) Automatic calculation option:  

The software ‘ImageJ’ also includes an automatic contact angle calculation option. 

Three points are selected at the boundaries of the image: one is the maximum point of 

the drop shape (the maximum height of droplet), and the other two are at any location. 

Once points are selected, calculations are automatically done by the software and the 

values of contact angles are displayed on the screen.  

 

3.6 Summary of operating conditions 

The operating conditions in this study were selected to simulate the real subsurface 

conditions as closely as possible. However, for better scientific understanding, some 

(b) 
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measurements were also conducted at ambient conditions. The following sections 

describe the experimental conditions used in this work.  

3.6.1 Calcite 

For contact angle measurements on calcite, the measurements were conducted as a 

function of pressure (10 MPa and 25 MPa) at a constant temperature (323 K). The 

calcite samples were aged in stearic acid/n-decane solutions of prescribed molarity 

(10-2 M to 10-10 M) for seven days to mimic exposure to formation water (which 

contains organic molecules) over geological time.  

3.6.2 Quartz 

For quartz, the contact angle measurements were performed as a function of pressure 

(0.1 MPa and 25 MPa), as a function of temperature (323 K), and as a function of acid 

type and concentration. The acids used for ageing quartz were hexanoic acid, lauric 

acid, stearic acid, and lignoceric acid. The concentrations of acids used were 10-2 M 

to 10-10 M.  
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes and discusses all the results and analysis in this thesis. The 

chapter is divided into two key parts. The first part (Section 4.2) describes contact 

angle results for calcite as a function of pressure and organic acid concentration, and 

presents and evaluates SEM/EDS and AFM results for calcite.  

The second part (Section 4.3) describes the results of contact angle measurements on 

quartz as a function of pressure, temperature, concentration, and type of organic acid 

used for ageing the quartz surfaces; the SEM/EDS results for quartz are also analysed, 

to explain surface-associated morphology and its influence on surface hydrophobicity.  

 

4.2 Calcite Results 

For calcite surfaces, the following set of measurements were conducted:  

1- Contact angle measurements: Advancing and receding contact angle 

measurements were made for calcite/CO2/brine system, on 9 different calcite 

surfaces aged in different stearic acid concentrations (10-10 M, 10-9 M, 10-8 M, 

10-7 M, 10-6 M, 10-5 M, 10-4 M, 10-3 M, and 10-2 M) at a fixed temperature (323 

K). All of these measurements were at two different pressures, 10 MPa and 25 

MPa.  

2- AFM surface roughness measurements: the measurements included root mean 

square (RMS) surface roughness of all the calcite surfaces before and after 

ageing in stearic acid.  

3- SEM/EDS measurements: The measurements included SEM/EDS images of 

calcite surfaces before and after contact angle measurements. In addition, 

measurements of surface composition were also acquired.  

 

The following sections present in detail the results and discussion for calcite.  
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4.2.1 Surface roughness measurements 

RMS surface roughness was measured for the calcite surface before and after ageing 

in stearic acid. These values are averages over 45 data points measured on five 

different surface sites for each of the nine samples. Table 4-1 shows the results for 

average surface roughness for each sample. In summary, the roughness values ranged 

4.4 nm to 37.1 nm prior to ageing the surface. After ageing with stearic acid, only a 

very small increase was found in the surface roughness (Table 4-1). For example, for 

pure calcite sample 4, the surface roughness before ageing was 37.1 nm, which 

increased to 37.6 after ageing, an increase in roughness of only 0.5 nm.  

 

Table 4-1 Surface roughness of calcite surfaces before and after ageing in stearic acid 

Sample ID Stearic acid 
concentration 

(molarity) 

Initial RMS 
surface roughness 
(nm), pure calcite  

Final RMS 
surface roughness 

(nm), treated calcite 
1 10-2 4.4 4.84 
2 10-3 13.4 13.9 
3 10-4 25.3 26.2 
4 10-5 37.1 37.6 
5 10-6 25.9 26.4 
6 10-7 27.2 27.5 
7 10-8 18.6 19.2 
8 10-9 7.2 7.5 
9 10-10 21.6 22.1 

 

Generally, all calcite surfaces used were smooth, which is consistent with Arif et al. 

(2017a), who reported surface roughness of calcite varying from 7.5 nm to 30 nm. 

This study does not consider the influence of surface roughness on contact angles. 

Such an investigation can be found elsewhere (Arif et al., 2017a, Al-Yaseri et al., 

2016), where contact angle decreases with increases in surface roughness but that 

impact is considered when there is huge difference in surface roughness. For example, 

(Al-Yaseri et al., 2016) have reported that θa decreased by 6.5° and θr by 2° when 

surface roughness was increased from (56 nm to 1300 nm). But in this study surface 

roughness is ranging from 4.4 nm to 37.1 nm which have no significant impact on 

degree of contact angle variation. Appendix includes the surface topographic images 

for calcite surfaces. 
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4.2.2 Contact angle measurements 
The results for contact angle measurements on calcite/CO2/brine system as a function 

of stearic acid concentration are shown in Figure 4-1 and Table 4-2. The results also 

include the influence of pressure on contact angle measurements at a constant 

temperature. The subsequent sections will describe the influence of stearic acid 

concentration and pressure on contact angles 

4.2.2.1 Effect of stearic acid concentration 

The calcite surfaces were aged in stearic acid solutions of various concentrations (10-

2 M to 10-10 M). The contact angles on these calcite surfaces were measured at 10 MPa 

and 25 MPa. Both advancing and receding contact angles for the calcite/CO2/brine 

system increased with increasing stearic acid concentration. It can be seen from Figure 

4-1 that at 10 MPa and 323 K, for the surface aged in 10-10 M stearic acid, θa was 50.2° 

and θr was ~43.1°; this indicates that the surface was strongly water-wet (according to 

the classification by Iglauer et al., 2015a, as described in Chapter 2). However, with 

the increase in stearic acid concentration, at a fixed temperature and pressure, both the 

advancing and receding angles increased consistently. For example, at the same 

operating temperature and pressure (10 MPa and 323 K), but with the calcite surface 

aged in 10-4 M stearic acid, θa was 100.9° and θr was ~86.5°. This indicates that the 

surface became intermediate wet (Iglauer et al., 2015a) with the increase in stearic 

acid concentration in the aquifer or depleted oil reservoir. This also means that 

structural and residual trapping will be significantly reduced due to the increase in 

concentration of organic acids in the reservoir, as structural and residual trapping 

capacities are known to be higher for water-wet reservoirs (Arif et al., 2016a, b; 2017; 

Iglauer et al., 2015a, b; Krevor et al., 2012). It is also noted that 10-10 M stearic acid is 

a very low concentration—much higher organics concentrations are measured in deep 

saline aquifers and certainly in depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs (Kharaka et al., 2009; 

Stalker et al., 2013; Jardine et al., 1989; Madsen & Ida, 1998; Yang et al., 2015; 

Thurman, 1985). 

Similar trends were observed for all other stearic acid concentrations, i.e. the calcite 

surface lost its water-wetness (or became more CO2-wet) with the increase in stearic 

acid coverage on the surface. The highest values of contact angles were recorded for 

the calcite surfaces exposed to the highest concentration of stearic acid. For example, 
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at 10-2 M concentration of stearic acid, θa was 126° and θr was ~98.6°, indicating that 

the surface became CO2-wet (Iglauer et al., 2015a). 

In summary, it is clear from Figure 4-1 and Table 4-2 that even the exposure of minute 

concentrations of stearic acid to the substrates (which simulates the small amounts of 

organic molecules in deep saline aquifer and depleted hydrocarbon reservoir storage 

formations) had a highly significant influence on the water-wetness of the rock. Due 

to this reduced water-wetness of the surface, the structural trapping capacities can be 

substantially reduced. Under such high stearic acid concentrations in reservoirs or 

aquifers, an upwards-directed suction force will lead to an imbalance between 

capillary and buoyancy forces, resulting in capillary leakage of CO2 through the 

caprock (note that capillary leakage is possible at θr > 90°; Iglauer et al., 2015b, 2017; 

Arif et al., 2017b; Naylor et al., 2011). 

The optimal capillary trapping limit, which is defined here as the point where primary 

drainage is unaffected by wettability, is at θa = 50° (Morrow, 1970). Thus, it is evident 

that capillary trapping can be significantly reduced due to the reduced water-

wettability of the surface that was caused by the increase in surface stearic acid 

coverage.  
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Figure 4-1 Calcite/CO2/brine contact angles measured as a function of stearic acid 

concentration at 323 K, and at 10 MPa and 25 MPa; Cstearic is the stearic acid 

concentration (molarity). The green dotted line represents the structural trapping limit, 

while the blue dotted line represents the optimal capillary trapping limit. The zone 

above the green dotted line indicates the reduced CO2 zone. 

 

Table 4-2 Contact angle measurements at different stearic acid concentrations 

Stearic acid 
concentration 

(molarity) 

CO2/calcite/brine contact 
angle 

(10 MPa and 323 K) 

CO2/calcite/brine 
contact angle (25 MPa 

and 323 K) 
θa θr θa θr 

10-2 126.0 n=3 98.6 n=3 141.2 n=3 131.8 n=3 
10-3 108.2 n=3 91.8 n=3 113.5 n=3 105.1 n=3 
10-4 100.9 n=3 86.5 n=3 108.5 n=3 101.8 n=3 
10-5 72.4 n=3 65.7 n=3 99.6 n=3 84.4 n=3 
10-6 63.9 n=3 53.5 n=3 95.4 n=3 81.7 n=3 
10-7 60.9 n=3 51.4 n=3 87.5 n=3 79.6 n=3 
10-8 56.4 n=3 49.7 n=3 78.2 n=3 68.8 n=3 
10-9 52.0 n=3 45.6 n=3 71.8 n=3 67.5 n=3 
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10-10 50.2 n=3 43.1 n=3 70.1 n=3 64.3 n=3 
 

*n = 3 means that the measurements are repeated three times  

 

4.2.2.2 Effect of pressure on calcite/CO2/brine contact angles 

To analyze the impact of pressure on the aged calcite surfaces, the contact angles were 

measured at higher pressure (25 MPa). The results are shown in Figure 4-1 and Table 

4-2, and are compared with measurements at 10 MPa. The main finding was that both 

advancing and receding contact angles increased with the increase in pressure. For 

example, at 25 MPa and 323K, and for calcite surface aged in 10-5 M stearic acid 

concentration, θa was 99.6° and θr was 84.4°, showing that the system was 

intermediate-wet. However, at the same stearic acid concentration (10-5 M), but at a 

lower pressure (10 MPa), lower values of advancing and receding contact angles were 

recorded such that θa was 72.4° and θr was 65.7°. This shows that the system that was 

intermediate-wet at 25 MPa turned into weakly water-wet at 10 MPa. Similar results 

were found at other concentrations of stearic acid (Figure 4-1, Table 4-2).  

The increase in contact angle with pressure can be attributed to the interplay of the 

three interfacial tensions, as depicted by Young’s equation (and explored in detail by 

Arif et al., 2016d) as follows: 

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = γ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−γ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
γ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

  …………… Equation (1) 

In Equation (1), γsw, γcw, and γsc represent the solid/water, CO2/water, and solid/CO2 

interfacial tensions respectively. It has been proven that contact angle increases 

drastically with the increase in pressure; this is due to a reduction in the difference of 

cohesive energies of the solid and CO2 with pressure, which leads to more positive 

interfaces between CO2 and the solid. As a result, γsc falls with pressure, which 

supports de-wetting of the surface (i.e. angles would be higher with high-pressure 

water contact; Arif et al., 2017). 

The increase in contact angle with pressure is consistent with other studies on 

wettability of pure minerals such as quartz (Saraji et al., 2013; Sarmadivaleh et al., 

2015), pure calcite (Arif et al., 2017a), mica (Arif et al., 2016a, b), shales (Arif et al., 

2017; ShojaiKaveh et al., 2016), and coal seams (Arif et al., 2016c).  
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4.2.2.3 Comparison with natural calcite 

The contact angles measured on the calcite surfaces aged in stearic acid were also 

compared with the contact angles on pure unaltered calcite surfaces, as shown by the 

solid triangle legend in Figure 4-1. It was found that at the same temperature and 

pressure, the advancing and receding contact angles on aged calcite surface were 

higher than those for the pure untreated calcite surfaces. For example, Arif et al. 

(2017a) comprehensively evaluated the wettability of pure calcite surfaces, and 

reported that, at 10 MPa and 323 K, θa was 48° and θr was 40°. In contrast, higher 

values of contact angles were recorded for calcite surfaces aged in even the lowest 

concentration of stearic acid. For example, for the surface aged in 10-10 M stearic acid, 

θa was 50.2° and θr was ~43.1°. The increase in contact angle for the aged calcite 

surface is attributed to surface coverage by stearic acid (or stearate).  

Mechanistically, the stearic acid esterifies the hydroxyl groups on the calcite surface 

in a condensation reaction (Figure 4-2; Heberling et al., 2011; Mihajlović et al., 2013; 

Shi et al., 2010). Consequently, the octadecanoate groups (C18 ester groups) 

chemically (covalently) bond to the calcite surface, rendering them strongly 

hydrophobic (Al-Anssari et al., 2016). 

Ca

O

H

CO3H

O

H

C O

R

+

Ca

O

C O

R

CO3H

H2O

H2O

R = (CH2)16CH3

 

Figure 4-2 (Reaction Scheme) Chemisorption of stearic acid (CH3(CH2)16-COOH) on 

solid calcite surface (∧ indicates solid bulk) (sources: Cao et al., 2016; Heberling et 

al., 2011; Mihajlović et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2006). 
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Moreover, excess carbon coverage of the surface also influences wettability and 

typically renders the aged calcite surfaces more hydrophobic. This hydrophobicity 

occurs due to a corresponding deficiency of the surface silanol groups, which is 

consistent with Dickson et al. (2006) who conducted a similar study on quartz surfaces 

that were aged in crude oil. Dickson et al. (2006) reported that the contact angle was 

higher for the surface with higher organic coverage, and that the more hydrophobic 

surfaces had fewer silanol functional sites, which caused them to be more non-wetting.  

 

4.2.2.4 SEM/EDS analysis of calcite surfaces 

Table 4-3 represents the surface composition before and after ageing in stearic acid 

for all samples tested. Pure calcite mainly comprises calcium (Ca), carbon (C), and 

oxygen (O). Calcium percentage in the samples ranged from 18.6 wt% to 28.3 wt%, 

carbon ranged from 18.4 wt% to 24.9 wt%, oxygen percentage was up to 59.8 wt%. 

After ageing, however, the carbon percentage clearly increased while oxygen and 

calcium demonstrated a corresponding decrease. Thus, upon exposure to stearic acid, 

the calcite surface tended to show a deficiency in calcium and oxygen sites on surface 

with an increase in carbon coverage of the surface; this was consistent with Dickson 

et al. (2006). Appendix 1 includes some of the selected SEM micrographs of calcite 

surfaces for both the pure and altered calcite surfaces.  

 

Table 4-3 SEM/EDS composition analysis of calcite surfaces 

Sample 
ID 

Stearic 
Acid 

(molarity) 

Pure calcite After ageing 
wt% Ca wt% C wt% O wt% Ca wt% C wt% 

O 
 

1 10-2 24.9 18.8 56.3 23.2 22.3 54.5 
2 10-3 25.8 18.4 55.9 23.2 21.5 55.3 
3 10-4 25.1 21.3 53.6 24.8 24.5 50.7 
4 10-5 22.0 20.0 58.0 21.6 22.9 55.5 
5 10-6 28.0 24.9 47.2 22.1 27.9 50.0 
6 10-7 24.0 20.4 55.7 22.5 22.0 55.5 
7 10-8 25.6 20.0 54.4 20.9 21.4 57.8 
8 10-9 28.3 19.6 52.1 28.2 20.8 51.0 
9 10-10 18.6 21.5 59.8 18.0 22.6 59.4 

Pure 
calcite 

0 20.9 20.1 59.0 20.9 20.1 59.0 
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4.3 Quartz Results 
 

The following describes the experiments conducted for the quartz surface:  

1- Contact angle measurements: Advancing and receding contact angle 

measurements were made for quartz/CO2/brine system for a wide range of 

organic acid concentrations (10-10 M, 10-9 M, 10-8 M, 10-7 M, 10-6 M, 10-5 M, 

10-4 M, 10-3 M, and 10-2 M) for four organic acids (hexanoic, lauric, stearic 

and lignoceric). Contact angle measurements were conducted at a fixed 

temperature (323 K), and at different pressures i.e. ambient (0.1 MPa) and 25 

MPa.  

2- AFM surface roughness measurements: Surface roughness was provided by 

supplier ranging up to 2 nm. Appendix 2 includes the surface topographic 

images for quartz surfaces. 

3- SEM/EDS measurements: The measurements included SEM/EDS images of 

the quartz surface before and after contact angle measurements. In addition, 

surface composition measurements have also been acquired.  

4.3.1 Contact angle measurements 

The following sections describe the results for the contact angle measurements:  

4.3.1.1 AFM measurements 

AFM measurements were provided by supplier. Overall, all the quartz surfaces were 

ultra-smooth, with RMS surface roughness ranging up to only 2 nm.  

4.3.1.2 Influence of organic acids on quartz wettability 

The results of contact angle measurements are provided for quartz surfaces aged in 

hexanoic acid (Figure 4-3, Table 4-4 and Table 4-5), lauric acid (Figure 4-4, Table 4-4 

and Table 4-5), stearic acid (Figure 4-5, Table 4-4 and Table 4-5), and lignoceric acid 

(Figure 4-6, Table 4-4 and Table 4-5). Both advancing and receding contact angles 

increased with the increase in concentration of the acids throughout the tested 

experimental matrix. 
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Table 4-4 Contact angle measurements at different concentrations of different organic 
acids at (0.1 MPa and 323 K) 

Organic 
concentration 

(Molarity) 

Hexanoic Acid 
CO2/Calcite/brine 

contact angle 
(0.1 MPa and 323 

K) 

Lauric Acid 
CO2/Calcite/brine 

contact angle 
(0.1 MPa and 323 

K) 

Stearic Acid 
CO2/Calcite/brine 

contact angle 
(0.1 MPa and 323 

K) 

Lignoceric Acid 
CO2/Calcite/brine 

contact angle 
(0.1 MPa and 323 

K) 
θa θr θa θa θr θr θa θr 

10-2 59.19 47.79 66.14 59.04 68.62 59.76 75.12 70.28 
10-3 55.15 45.1 62.3 53.41 66.02 57.37 70.83 68.27 
10-4 53.5 42.49 61.39 51.01 62.15 53.12 66.89 64.9 
10-5 48.44 40.95 58.72 49.82 56.57 49.56 63.55 56.87 
10-6 45.1 38.52 53.41 44.08 52.03 47.57 59.02 54.66 
10-7 44.8 38.1 48.18 40.32 51.91 42.4 57.2 51.02 
10-8 38.23 31.52 44.3 37.4 51.84 42.3 55.98 47.69 
10-9 37.84 30.89 43.7 36.9 51.47 41.9 55.36 45.32 
10-10 37.12 30.42 42.26 36.27 51.19 41.78 54.4 43.11 

 

 

Table 4-5 Contact angle measurements at different concentrations of different organic 
acids at (25 MPa and 323 K) 

Organic 
concentration 

(Molarity) 

Hexanoic Acid 
CO2/Calcite/brine 

contact angle 
(25 MPa and 323 

K) 

Lauric Acid 
CO2/Calcite/brine 

contact angle 
(25 MPa and 323 

K) 

Stearic Acid 
CO2/Calcite/brine 

contact angle 
(25 MPa and 323 

K) 

Lignoceric Acid 
CO2/Calcite/brine 

contact angle 
(25 MPa and 323 

K) 
θa θr θa θa θr θr θa θr 

10-2 86.97 81.27 89.2 83.81 94.69 84.8 110.41 105.17 
10-3 82.44 75.39 85.92 80.34 87.19 81.72 107.64 96.92 
10-4 73.7 70.84 82.52 77.58 83.01 78.83 94.88 86.63 
10-5 66.23 61.31 78.52 72.37 79.02 74.05 85.14 78.89 
10-6 59.54 57.44 70.76 64.18 76.7 71.8 80.95 73.77 
10-7 59.1 57.21 65.23 59.39 70.75 67.35 78.29 71.81 
10-8 58.7 56.97 62.72 57.16 65.41 62.56 75.42 67.62 
10-9 58.5 56.72 61.12 56.89 65.28 62.32 72.15 65.62 
10-10 58.2 56.44 60.92 56.34 64.98 61.56 68.86 64.69 
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Figure 4-3 Quartz/CO2/brine contact angles as a function of hexanoic acid 

concentration; Chexanoic is the hexanoic acid concentration (molarity). Solid lines: 

advancing; dotted lines: receding. Red: ambient pressure; green: 25 MPa. 

 

For example, at 25 MPa and 323 K, for the quartz surface aged in 10-10 M hexanoic 

acid, θa was 58.2° and θr was 56.44°, showing that the quartz surface is weakly water-

wet under such conditions. With the increase in concentration of hexanoic acid up to 

10-6 M, there was an insignificant change in contact angles. However, further increases 

in concentration did result in significant changes in contact angles. For example, when 

the hexanoic acid concentration increased to the relatively high value of 10-2 M, at the 

same temperature and pressure (25 MPa and 323 K), θa and θr increased to 86.97° and 

81.27° respectively, which is a significant increase (Figure 4-3). This also shows a 

wettability transformation from weakly water-wet to intermediate-wet. Such a 

reduction in water wettability of the surface leads to a reduction in structural and 

residual trapping capacities (Al-Manhali et al., 2016; Chaudhary et al., 2013; Iglauer 

et al., 2015a, b; Rahman et al., 2016).  

Lauric acid followed similar trends. For the quartz surface aged in 10-10 M lauric acid, 

quartz/CO2/water contact angles were significantly lower than for the surfaces aged in 

10-2 M lauric acid; higher organic concentration rendered the surface more non-
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wetting. For example, at 25 MPa and 323 K, for the quartz surface aged in 10-10 M 

lauric acid, θa was 60.92° and θr was 56.34°; these increased to θa = 89.2° and θr = 

83.81° when lauric acid concentration increased to 10-2 M (Figure 4-4). 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Quartz/CO2/brine contact angles as a function of lauric acid concentration; 

Clauric is the lauric acid concentration (molarity). Solid lines: advancing; dotted lines: 

receding. Red: ambient pressure; green: 25 MPa. 
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Figure 4-5 Quartz/CO2/brine contact angles as a function of stearic acid concentration; 

Cstearic is the stearic acid concentration (molarity). Solid lines: advancing; dotted lines: 

receding. Red: ambient pressure; green: 25 MPa. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 Quartz/CO2/brine contact angles as a function of lignoceric acid 

concentration; Clignoceric is the lignoceric acid concentration (molarity). Solid lines: 

advancing; dotted lines: receding. Red: ambient pressure; green: 25 MPa. 
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Similar results were found for quartz surfaces aged in stearic acid and lignoceric acid 

(Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6). In summary, the higher the organic acid concentration, 

the higher the values of both the advancing and receding contact angles, irrespective 

of the type of acid used for ageing.  

 

4.3.1.3 Influence of type of organic acid on quartz 

To demonstrate the influence of the type of organic acid on quartz wettability, a plot 

of advancing and receding contact angles as a function of organic acid concentration 

for all four acids (hexanoic acid, lauric acid, stearic acid, and lignoceric acid) is shown 

in Figure 4-7.  

It is clear that the organic acids influence the quartz wettability in a similar manner, 

i.e. both advancing and receding angles increase with increasing concentration of 

organic acid. However, at a fixed concentration of organic acid, the absolute values of 

contact angles are different for different acids. Surfaces aged in hexanoic acid exhibit 

the lowest values of contact angles, while surfaces aged in lignoceric acid exhibit the 

highest values of contact angles; lauric acid and stearic acid were intermediate. For 

example, at 25 MPa and 323 K, and a fixed organic concentration (10-5 M) of hexanoic 

acid (θa was 66.23° and θr was 61.31°; see red solid and dotted lines in Figure 4-7), 

showing that the aquifer or reservoir under such conditions is weakly water-wet. 

However, if the same reservoir had l0-5 M of lauric acid, the system would lose its 

water-wetness (θa = 78.52° and θr = 72.37°; see green solid and dotted lines in Figure 

4-7). Moreover, if the same reservoir/aquifer contained 10-5 M stearic acid, the system 

would turn intermediate-wet (θa = 79.02° and θr = 74.05°; see black solid and dotted 

lines in Figure 4-7); and with 10-5 M lignoceric acid, the water wettability of the 

system would reduce further (θa = 85.14° and θr = 78.89°; blue solid and dotted lines 

in Figure 4-7). 
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Figure 4-7 Quartz/CO2/brine contact angles as a function of different organic acid 

concentration at 25 MPa and 323 K; Corganic is the different organic acid 

concentration (molarity). Dotted blue horizontal lines in the graph define the threshold 

of capillary trapping (θ = 50°), and Dotted green horizontal lines in graph define the 

threshold for structural trapping (θ > 90°). 

 

In addition, at the highest tested concentration (10-2 M), advancing angle on the quartz 

surface aged in hexanoic acid, lauric acid, stearic acid, and lignoceric acid were 

86.97°, 89.2°, 94.69° and 110.41° respectively, while the receding angles were 81.27°, 

83.81°, 84.8°, and 105.17° respectively (Figure 4-7). Thus, a reservoir/aquifer that is 

intermediate-wet in the presence of a particular concentration of hexanoic acid turns 

into weakly CO2-wet in the presence of lignoceric acid (Figure 4-7). Under such CO2-

wet conditions, an upward-directed suction force is created, which results in an 

imbalance between the capillary and buoyancy forces leading to capillary leakage; this 

promotes capillary leakage of CO2 through the caprock (Arif et al., 2017a, b; Iglauer 

et al., 2017; Krevor et al., 2012). Such a transformation of wettability from water-wet 

to CO2-wet by shifting the acid type from hexanoic acid to lignoceric acid is attributed 

to the number of carbon atoms present in the acid. Lignoceric acid (C24H48O2) has 24 

carbon atoms, whereas hexanoic acid (C6H12O2) has 6 carbon atoms. As a result, 
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higher carbon presence in lignoceric acid renders the surface more hydrophobic. In 

summary, CO2-wettability of quartz aged in various organic acids increases with an 

increasing number of carbon atoms in the organic acid prevailing in the 

reservoir/aquifer.  

4.3.1.4 SEM of quartz 
 

SEM images were obtained for quartz aged in each of the four acids used. SEM 

mineralogy results are presented for quartz surfaces aged in hexanoic acid (Table 4-6), 

lauric acid (Table 4-7Table 4-7), stearic acid (Table 4-8), and lignoceric acid (Table 

4-9). Selected images are shown in the Appendix. 

All SEM tables demonstrate similar trends. The most significant finding is that, after 

ageing, a considerable increase in percentage of carbon is recorded, which 

demonstrates adsorption of acid on the quartz surface.  

 

Table 4-6 SEM/EDS of quartz surfaces aged in hexanoic acid 

Hexanoic 
acid 

concentration 
(molarity) 

Pure quartz After ageing Change due to ageing 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 

 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 
 

10-2 31.9 2.3 65.8 38.1 4.8 57.1 +6.2 +2.5 -8.7 
10-3 33.3 4.1 62.6 30.3 7.5 62.2 -3.0 +3.4 -0.4 
10-4 35.4 2.8 61.8 37.0 4.9 58.1 +1.6 +2.1 -3.7 
10-5 34.7 3.2 62.1 34.2 5.1 60.7 -0.5 +1.9 -1.4 
10-6 29.0 3.5 67.5 32.9 5.2 61.9 +3.9 +1.7 -5.6 
10-7 29.5 4.2 66.3 29.0 5.8 65.2 -0.5 +1.6 -1.1 
10-8 32.8 1.8 65.4 48.0 2.3 49.7 +15.2 +0.5 -15.7 
10-9 29.9 3.4 66.7 33.1 4.1 62.8 +3.2 +0.7 -3.9 
10-10 31.8 2.6 65.6 32.0 2.9 65.1 +0.2 +0.3 -0.5 

0 34.0 1.5 64.5 34.0 1.5 64.5 0 0 0 
 

 

Table 4-7 SEM/EDS of quartz surfaces aged in lauric acid 

Lauric acid 
concentration 

(molarity) 

Pure quartz After ageing Change due to ageing 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 

 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 
 

10-2 38.1 2.4 59.5 27.6 5.3 67.1 -10.5 +2.9 +7.6 
10-3 33.8 1.8 64.4 31.1 3.5 65.4 -2.7 +1.7 +1.0 
10-4 33.0 3.4 63.6 28.8 6.1 65.1 -4.2 +2.7 +1.5 
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10-5 38.3 4.3 57.4 35.4 7.1 57.5 -2.9 +2.8 +0.1 
10-6 32.4 2.6 65.0 34.1 4.0 61.9 +1.7 +1.4 -3.1 
10-7 34.5 3.6 61.9 33.5 5.2 61.3 -1.0 +1.6 -0.6 
10-8 32.4 4.1 63.5 32.7 5.4 61.9 +0.3 +1.3 -1.6 
10-9 32.4 1.4 66.2 36.1 1.7 62.2 +3.7 +0.3 -4.0 
10-10 32.2 3.5 64.3 32.8 4.1 63.1 +0.6 +0.6 -1.2 

0 31.6 2.3 66.1 31.6 2.3 66.1 0 0 0 
 

 

Table 4-8 SEM/EDS of quartz surfaces aged in stearic acid 

Stearic acid 
concentration 

(molarity) 

Pure quartz After ageing Change due to ageing 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 

 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 
 

10-2 35.4 1.3 63.3 32.2 3.1 64.7 -3.2 +1.8 +1.4 
10-3 34.3 3.7 62.0 26.8 7.6 65.6 -7.5 +3.9 +3.6 
10-4 37.0 4.5 58.5 26.7 8.4 64.9 -10.3 +3.9 +6.4 
10-5 36.8 1.6 61.6 32.3 2.8 64.9 -4.5 +1.2 +3.3 
10-6 35.8 2.4 61.8 41.7 3.8 54.5 +5.9 +1.4 -7.3 
10-7 36.0 4.3 59.7 22.0 6.3 71.7 -14.0 +2.0 +12 
10-8 38.2 2.9 58.9 23.8 4.0 72.2 -14.4 +1.1 +13.3 
10-9 34.1 4.2 61.7 23.5 5.2 71.3 -10.6 +1.0 +9.6 
10-10 36.5 4.1 59.4 45.4 4.9 49.7 +8.9 +0.8 -9.7 

0 36.5 2.2 61.3 36.5 2.2 61.3 0 0 0 
 

 

Table 4-9 SEM/EDS of quartz surfaces aged in lignoceric acid 

Lignoceric 
acid 

concentration 
(molarity) 

Pure quartz After ageing Change due to ageing 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 

 

wt% 
Si 

wt% 
C 

wt% 
O 
 

10-2 37.3 2.3 60.4 25.0 6.2 68.8 -12.3 +3.9 +8.4 
10-3 36.3 2.0 61.7 25.4 4.6 70.0 -10.9 +2.6 +8.3 
10-4 34.1 4.0 61.9 21.9 7.8 70.3 -12.2 +3.8 +8.4 
10-5 35.6 3.4 61.0 24.8 6.2 69.0 -10.8 +2.8 +8.0 
10-6 34.7 3.5 61.8 32.3 5.8 61.9 -2.4 +2.3 +0.1 
10-7 33.9 4.1 62.0 28.9 6.1 65.0 -5.0 +2.0 +3.0 
10-8 33.7 2.7 63.6 26.0 3.9 70.1 -7.7 +1.2 +6.5 
10-9 39.6 1.9 58.5 27.7 2.5 69.8 -11.9 +0.6 +11.3 
10-10 36.5 4.2 59.3 25.0 5.1 69.9 -11.5 +0.9 +10.6 

0 34.0 3.6 62.4 34.0 3.6 62.4 0 0 0 
 

 

4.3.1.5 Comparison of quartz and calcite 

It was found in section 4.2 that calcite CO2-wettability significantly changed in the 

presence of stearic acid. To understand the relative impact of stearic acid concentration 
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on quartz and calcite, contact angle data for both surfaces at 25 MPa and 323 K is 

plotted in Figure 4-8. At any given concentration of stearic acid, both advancing and 

receding contact angles were higher for calcite and lower for quartz. This is consistent 

with the intrinsic wettability behavior of pure quartz and calcite. Natural quartz is 

strongly water-wet under ambient conditions and under typical storage conditions 

(Saraji et al., 2013; 2014; Sarmadivaleh et al., 2015); however, wettability of pure 

calcite varies between weakly water-wet to weakly CO2-wet at pressures up to 20 MPa 

(Arif et al., 2017a; Broseta et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2007). Upon ageing the surfaces 

in organic acids, the relative impact of acid on the calcite surface is higher, while aged 

quartz still remains relatively more water-wet compared to aged calcite (Figure 4-8).  

 

Figure 4-8 Quartz vs. calcite wettability (aged in stearic acid at 25 MPa and 323 K) 

Cstearic is the stearic acid concentration (molarity). 

 

Mechanistically, the following general reaction depicts the adsorption of organic acids 

on quartz surfaces (Figure 4-9): 
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Figure 4-9 (Reaction Scheme) Chemisorption of different organic acids on solid quartz 

surface (∧ indicates solid bulk). 

 

4.3.1.6 Influence of pressure 

Figure 4-3 to Figure 4-6 show the contact angle measurements for various acids at 

ambient pressure (0.1 MPa) and high pressure (25 MPa) at a constant temperature (323 

K). At ambient conditions, the contact angles on quartz surfaces aged in any of the 

organic acids are much lower than that at 25 MPa. This is consistent with the 

wettability of natural quartz at ambient conditions (Sarmadivaleh et al., 2015). At high 

pressure, significantly higher values of contact angles were recorded.  
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

5.1 Conclusion 

This work reported wettability measurements on calcite/CO2/brine and 

quartz/CO2/brine systems as a function of organic acid type and concentration at 

typical storage conditions, in order to mimic a more realistic subsurface behaviour. 

Deep saline aquifers and depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs have organic acids present, 

which have a direct influence on the interfacial phenomenon at the fluid/rock interface 

caused by chemisorption of short-chain and long-chain acids. Consequently, there is 

a direct impact of such organic concentrations on CO2 geological storage capacity. 

Moreover, it is clear that a precise knowledge of the influence of acid concentration 

during CO2 storage is essential to ensuring safe and long-term geological storage.  

The key findings of this work are summarised below:  

• Pure calcite, which is typically weakly water-wet under storage conditions, 

turned weakly CO2-wet to strongly CO2-wet after exposure to stearic acid. 

• CO2-wettability of calcite increased with the increase in concentration of 

stearic acid.  

• Increase in operating pressure compounded the effect of stearic acid on calcite 

wettability, as both advancing and receding contact angles demonstrated a 

clear increase with pressure. 

• Structural trapping limit (θr > 90°) and optimal capillary trapping limit (θa = 

50°) are clearly defined and their thresholds are clearly showed in graphs 

(Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-7) with respect to each concentration of organic acid 

in calcite and quartz surfaces. 

• Quartz showed similar trends as calcite. With increasing concentration of all 

organic acids tested, the quartz surface gradually lost its water-wetness.  

• For quartz surfaces, at 25 MPa and 323 K, and at the highest tested organic 

acid concentration (10-2 M), the highest values of contact angles were recorded 

for lignoceric acid, and the lowest values were recorded for hexanoic acid. This 

is attributed to the number of carbon atoms in the acid. Therefore, this study 

concludes that the higher the number of carbon atoms in organic acid, the 

higher the resulting CO2-wettability of the system.  
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• A comparison of calcite and quartz surfaces both aged in stearic acid at the 

same concentrations revealed that the relative impact of organic acids is greater 

on the calcite surface than quartz. 

 

5.2 Recommendations 

This study recommends that the following limitations be addressed for further insights 

into the influence of organic acids on rock surface wettability:  

• The current data apply to carbonate/limestone and sandstone formations with 

a range of arbitrary concentrations of organic acids. A field scale analysis of 

the actual composition of organic acids may provide better insights.  

• The data assumes pure calcite and quartz, while in real scenarios caprock 

composition may be different; consequently, the applicability of the reported 

measurements will be limited.  

• Simulation models should account for the influence of organic acids on 

rock/fluid interactions.  
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Appendix 
 

 

Example SEM images for calcite 

 

 

Figure: Calcite surface aged in 10-2 M stearic acid 

 

 

 

Figure: Calcite surface aged in 10-6 M stearic acid 
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Example SEM images for quartz 

 

 

Figure: quartz surface aged in 10-4 M hexanoic acid 

 

 

Figure: quartz surface aged in 10-4 M lauric acid 
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Figure: quartz surface aged in 10-4 M stearic acid 

 

 

Figure: quartz surface aged in 10-4 M lignoceric acid 
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